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Across
2. The Unicorn constellation
8. Maybe
9. See Polaris with naked ___
11. The Crab constellation
12. Alien, movie title
13. Altar constellation
15. 12th letter of Greek alphabet
16. Brightest star in Bootes, 4th in sky
21. Abbreviation for the Princess constellation
23. Farm animal that is not a constellation
24. Musca is this animal
25. Laugh
28. Reticulum is this item
30. The River
31. ___ Crossing, abbrev. near tracks
33. Altar constellation
34. Directional unit measured in hours, abbrev.
35. The Twins constellation
37. Abbrev. for constellation meaning Air Pump
39. Be You, text message
40. Coma _______ constellation

Down
1. Constellation that includes the Big Dipper
2. Variable “eye” of the Sea Monster
3. One ___ 88 constellations
4. Sky is divided into 88 of these
5. Grain that Capricorn and Aries might eat
6. Between south and east
7. Not discovered _____
10. Affirmative
14. What to do if see Scorpius
17. Opposite of left, abbrev.
18. Pathway for cars, abbrev.
19. Cygnus is this animal
20. Southern Crown constellation
22. Columba is this animal
26. Greeting
27. 13th letter of Greek alphabet
29. Make a mistake
32. Ophiuchus is this animal
33. Bird of Paradise constellation
34. Aries is this animal
36. Detects sound waves
38. Disease vaccination, abbrev.
39. Exist
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